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Intro: 

Nr. Frage Filter 

 Progr.: Zeitstempel  

Help1 Progr.: Text für Hilfebildschirm (1)  

Prog: Hilfsbildschirm (1) für jede Seite des Intros in beiden Stichproben 

vorhalten! 

 
 

How long is the interview? 

The interview takes an average of approximately 20 to 25 minutes. It may 
take less time depending on your situation. 
 

Who has commissioned the survey? 

STATEC is the National Institute for statistics and economic studies of the 
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg which is placed under the authority of the 
Ministry of the Economy and Foreign Trade. 
 
In case the target person asks for details concerning the contracting entity: 

STATEC is professionally and scientifically independent, i.e. it sets its own 
work programme in accordance with national and European statistical 
legislation, produces and disseminates data in complete neutrality. The data 
collected are used for statistical or research purposes only. The STATEC 
collaborators are bound to statistical secrecy. Unauthorized disclosures are 
subject to criminal sanctions. 
 
The Law of July 10, 2011 on the organisation of the National Institute for 
Statistics and Economic Studies sets out the missions of STATEC and its 
internal organisation. These missions are to provide a public information 
service of high quality to public and private decision-makers as well as to 
citizens. STATEC produce statistics, analyses and studies giving a detailed, 
reliable and objective image of the society of Luxembourg. 
 
STATEC coordinates the statistical system of Luxembourg. STATEC so 
centralises data available from public authorities to carry out its studies, but 
also to make them available to its users on a single platform. With the new 
law of July 10, 2011, applied scientific research is added to STATEC’s 
missions. 
 
How can I get further information? 

Contact for reassurance, further information: 
- Contact person at STATEC for survey information: 
 - Liliane Reichmann: 247-84264  
 - Paul Zahlen: 247-84384  
 - Guillaume Osier (nur französisch oder englisch): 247-84374 
 
- Internet:  
A) infas: www.infas.de, dann weiter unter „aktuelle Befragungen“ 
B) Statec: www.statec.lu,  
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dann weiter linke Seite auf den Button „ENQUÊTES“ klicken und 
 anschließend „Enquête sur la sécurité“ unter der Überschrift „Espace 
ménages“ auswählen. 
 
 
How did you get my phone number?  

Why did you just call me? 

- All phone numbers were generated by random procedure. We don‘t have 
any names or addresses of the respective phone numbers 
As to household selection: 
- Your household was randomly selected for this survey via scientific 
procedure. 
- The scientific procedure requires that I must not choose another arbitrary 
contact person. 
 
How does the target person get selected? 

The person to be interviewed was selected at random since this is a scientific 
survey. The randomly selected respondent within a household must be at 
least 16 years or older at the time of establishing contact. 
 
Is the phone call legal? 

infas, like other social research institutions, conducts scientific surveys with 
the population. 
Such representative surveys by telephone are legally permitted and happen 
for scientific purposes only. Participating in scientific surveys is always 
voluntary. 
 
What about data protection? 

infas strictly complies with all legal data protection regulations.  
infas guarantees: all answers will be kept confidential and analyzed with the 
safeguard of anonymity, i.e. without linking them to a telephone number. 
- Names and addresses are not available to infas. 
- Nobody will know who participated in the survey. 
- You may even leave a question unanswered if you don’t want to respond to 
a certain topic. 
- Participation is always voluntary. However, it’s important that as many 
selected persons as possible take part so that the research project can be 
completed successfully. 
 

I01 Hello, 

my name is ...  – I’m calling from the infas Institute in Bonn. 

 

We are currently conducting a scientific survey concerning “Safety in 

Luxembourg” on behalf of STATEC.  

We’d like to interview the person within your household whose birthday 

was last and who’s at least 16 years old. Who would that be in your 

household? 

I’d like to interview this person, is it possible to do that right now? 

 

INT: What is the study about (as regards content)? 

- Life situation and safety in Luxembourg is an issue, even in the media. The 
survey means to identify the Luxembourgians’ actual experiences.  
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- The survey also aims at taking better account of the population’s 
experiences in making decisions with regard to safety. 
- This is a scientific survey. We don’t want to sell anything. 
 
INT: Weitere Infos zur Studie auf dem Hilfebildschirm (1). 
 
INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (Progr.: grün): A household comprises people who 
live together in a same home and share a budget together. 
 

1: Zielperson am Apparat   Weiter mit Start 
2: geht gerade nicht/Anruf ungünstig  Terminvereinbarung 
3: legt sofort auf    Wiedervorlage (RC50) 
4: richtige Person aus dem Haushalt nicht am Apparat, an das Telefon rufen 
lassen       Weiter mit I022 
5: keine Verständigung möglich /  
KP/ZP spricht nicht ausreichend Luxemburgisch, Französisch, Deutsch oder 
Englisch Ende, V2 (RC 80) 
6: ZP will nicht teilnehmen   I03 
7: KP verweigert Zugang zu ZP   Weiter mit I021 
8: ZP/KP verweigert jegliche Auskunft   ENDE (RC53) 
9: kein Privatanschluss    ENDE (RC13) 
10: keine Person ab 16 Jahre im Haushalt Verabschiedung V1 
      „Nicht Zielgruppe“ (RC 16) 
11: ZP dauerhaft krank oder behindert  Ende, V2 (RC43) 
12: ZP in Feldzeit nicht zu erreichen  Ende, V2 (RC42) 
13: Interviewersprache festlegen (Button) Weiter mit I011 
14: bereits befragt    Ende, V2 (RC 17) 

I011 Progr.: Wenn I01 = 13: 

 

In welcher Sprache kann das Interview geführt werden? 

 
10: Luxemburgisch 
1: Deutsch 
4: Englisch 
5: Französisch 
 
 

 

Weiter 

mit Page 

A 

Page A Progr.: Hinweis für den Interviewer:  

ACHTUNG! Es erfolgt ein Rücksprung zur "I01". Bitte dort einen Termin 
vergeben! 

Zurück zu 

I01 

I021 Progr.: Wenn I01=8 [Zugang zu ZP verweigert] 

 
It’s important for the quality of our survey that we speak to a randomly 

selected person. 

Therefore, I’d like to speak to the person within your household who’s at 

least 16 years old and whose birthday was last. 

NT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen: (Progr.: Text grün setzen) 
  
“We can call again at a more suitable time.” 
 
1: KP gibt Telefon an ZP weiter   Weiter mit I022 
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2: ZP erst später erreichbar   Terminvereinbarung 
3: KP nimmt Kontakt zu ZP auf   Terminvereinbarung 
4: KP verweigert Zugang zu ZP   ENDE (RC52) 
5: ZP in Feldzeit nicht zu erreichen  Ende, V2 (RC42) 
6: ZP dauerhaft krank oder behindert  Ende, V2 (RC43) 
 

I022 Progr.: Wenn I01=4 oder I021=1  

 

 

Hello, 

my name is ...  – I’m calling from the infas Institute in Bonn. 

We are currently conducting a scientific survey concerning “Safety in 

Luxembourg” on behalf of STATEC.  

We were told earlier that you’re the very person for this interview. 

Therefore, I’d like to conduct an interview with you. Can you spare time 

right now? 

 
INT: Weitere Infos zur Studie auf dem Hilfebildschirm. 
 
Progr.: Erläuterungstext in Hilfebildschirm (1) 

1: ja, Zp jetzt zum Interview bereit     Start 
2: ja, zum Interview bereit, aber nicht sofort         Terminvereinbarung 
3: Zp will nicht      weiter mit I031 
4: ZP in Feldzeit nicht zu erreichen   ENDE (RC42,  
       erfassen ab wann 
       ZP wieder zu  
       erreichen ist) 
 

 

I031 Progr.: Wenn I022=3  

 

 

Why don’t you want to participate in the survey? 

 
INT: Bitte Gespräch bzgl. Mitwirkung/Verweigerung so lange führen, bis ein 
nach Ihrer Meinung eindeutiges Ergebnis erzielt ist, also entweder klare 
Mitwirkungsbereitschaft oder unumstößliche Verweigerung. Eine klare 
Verweigerung liegt u.a. vor, wenn die ZP gar keinen Argumenten zugänglich 
erscheint und/oder starkes Beharren auf der Verweigerung signalisiert. 
 
INT: Argumentationshilfen zum Umgang mit Teilnahmeverweigerungen s. 
Hilfeseite 
 
Progr.: Achtung an dieser Stelle folgenden Alternativtext für Hilfeseite 

vorsehen: 

 
Duration of the interview/timing/inconvenient/TP is ill 

I don’t want to disturb you at all. Since you cannot spare the time right now, 
we will be calling again at a time more convenient to you. We can even set 
an appointment if you like. 
 
No interview by phone 

Unfortunately, I can interview you by phone only, this survey does not allow 
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for any other alternative.  
 
TP refuses – refusal on principle, a little/not interested, too many surveys, 

other reasons 

- Your participation in our survey is very important. Life situation and safety 
in Luxembourg is an issue, even in the media. The survey shall identify the 
citizens’ opinions and actual experiences. The topics, amongst others, are 
trust and safety. 
- This is a scientific survey. We don’t want to sell anything 
 
Why is infas allowed to use the phone number for the survey? 

infas conducts scientific surveys with the population. Such representative 
surveys by telephone are legally permitted and happen for scientific 
purposes only.  
A technical procedure randomly generated telephone numbers specifically 
for this survey, i.e. the numbers don’t derive from telephone directory. We 
don’t have your name or address. The generated phone number will be used 
exclusively in this research project. Your phone number will be deleted later. 
 

Data protection 

infas strictly complies with all legal data protection regulations.  
infas guarantees: all answers will be kept confidential and analysed with the 
safeguard of anonymity, i.e. without linking them to a telephone number. 
They won’t be used for anything else but this survey. 
Names and addresses are not available to infas. Nobody will know who 
participated in the survey. 
All infas employees are obligated to maintain confidentiality. 
Participation is voluntary. If you don’t participate there won’t be any 
disadvantages. 
1: ZP ist (doch) bereit mitzumachen    Start 
2: ZP verweigert, kein neues Argument   I032 
 

I032 INT: Bitte wichtigsten oder letzten Verweigerungsgrund genau zuordnen, 
anschließend Verabschiedung.  
 
2: ZP ist nicht damit einverstanden, dass wir ihre Telefonnummer haben
       (RC8) 
3: Hat aufgelegt    (RC50)  
4: ZP verweigert - grundsätzlich    (RC8) 
5: ZP verweigert - aus Zeitgründen    (RC9) 
6: ZP verweigert - nicht am Telefon  (RC10) 
7: ZP verweigert – krank   (RC11) 
8: ZP verweigert – zu alt   (RC62) 
9: ZP darf nicht teilnehmen - untersagt durch andere Person (RC52) 
10: ZP verweigert - kein Interesse  (RC54) 
11: ZP verweigert - wegen Thema  (RC54) 
12: ZP verweigert - zu viele Umfragen (RC9) 
13: ZP verweigert - Bedenken wegen Datenschutz (RC59) 
14: ZP verweigert - Länge des Interviews (RC9) 
15: ZP verweigert - Sonstige Gründe  (RC62) 
16: ZP verweigert, weil Sprachkenntnisse (Luxemburgisch, Französisch, 
Deutsch bzw. Englisch) für Interview nicht ausreichen   (RC80) 

 

alle 

Weiter 

mit V2 

(Verabsch

iedung 

„Nicht 

bereit“) 
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17: ZP verweigert jegliche Auskunft  (RC53) 
 

Start INT: Bitte bei Wiederaufsatz über die Interviewernotizen herausfinden wer 
beim letzten Kontakt für die Befragung ausgewählt wurde.  
 
INT: Ansonsten diejenige Person im Haushalt auswählen, die mindestens 16 
Jahre alt ist und zuletzt Geburtstag hatte. 
 
[Progr.: in grün] 
 
Hello Mr/Ms/Mrs… 
During our last call you agreed to participate in the survey. 
 
May I start the interview? 
 
1: ja, jetzt Interview starten   weiter mit Frage 100 
2: ZP ist bereit später mitzumachen   Terminvereinbarung 
3: nein, Einwilligung nicht erteilt   weiter mit I033 
 

 

I033 INT: Bitte Verweigerungsgrund genau zuordnen, anschließend 
Verabschiedung.  
 
2: ZP ist nicht damit einverstanden, dass wir ihre Telefonnummer haben
       (RC8) 
3: Hat aufgelegt    (RC50)  
4: ZP verweigert - grundsätzlich    (RC8) 
5: ZP verweigert - aus Zeitgründen    (RC9) 
6: ZP verweigert - nicht am Telefon  (RC10) 
7: ZP verweigert – krank   (RC11) 
8: ZP verweigert – zu alt   (RC62) 
9: ZP darf nicht teilnehmen - untersagt durch andere Person (RC52) 
10: ZP verweigert - kein Interesse  (RC54) 
11: ZP verweigert - wegen Thema  (RC54) 
12: ZP verweigert - zu viele Umfragen (RC9), 
13: ZP verweigert - Bedenken wegen Datenschutz (RC59) 
14: ZP verweigert - Länge des Interviews (RC9) 
15: ZP verweigert - Sonstige Gründe  (RC62) 
16: ZP verweigert, weil Sprachkenntnisse (Luxemburgisch, Französisch, 
Deutsch bzw. Englisch) für Interview nicht ausreichen   (RC80) 
17: ZP verweigert jegliche Auskunft  (RC53) 
 

 

 

 

 

Weiter 

mit V2 

(Verabsch

iedung 

„Nicht 

bereit“) 

 Progr.: Zeitstempel   

100 

 

 

 

Would you please tell me how old you are? 

 

Alter in Jahren_____ [Range: max. 120 Jahre] 
 
997: Verweigert. 
978: Weiß nicht 
 
PROG: Plausibilitätskontrolle: Alter in Jahren >= 16.  
Wenn erfüllt weiter mit Einwilligung ins Interview „Start“,  
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Sonst V1 (Verabschiedung „Nicht Zielgruppe“) 
 

101 Progr.: Wenn 100 = 97 oder 98 
 

This survey requires a certain age for being interviewed. 

Are you… 

 

INT: Antwortvorgaben vorlesen, bis die ZP die Angabe bestätigt. 

 
 
2: aged 16 or 17,    weiter mit 102 
3: aged between 18 and 24,   weiter mit 102 
4: aged between  25 and 34,   weiter mit 102 
5: aged between  35 and 44,   weiter mit 102 
6: aged between  45 and 54,   weiter mit 102 
7: aged between  55 and 64,   weiter mit 102  
8: aged between  65 and 74,  weiter mit 102 
9: aged 75 or older    weiter mit 102 
 

INT: nicht vorlesen: 
 
10: person is younger than 16  Weiter mit V1 
 
97: Verweigert    Weiter mit V1 
98: Weiß nicht     Weiter mit V1 
 

 

V1 
Verabschi
edung 
„Nicht 
Zielgruppe
“ 

Wenn I01= 11 oder 100 < 16 oder (I05 = 10 oder 97 oder 98) 

 

Unfortunately, you need to be at least 16 to be interviewed. Have a nice 

day/evening. Thank you very much and good-bye. 

   Ende (RC 16) 

 

 

V2 

Verabschi

edung 

„Nicht 

bereit“ 

 

Thank you very much and have a nice day /evening. 

 

102  

First, I would like to know about the composition of your household.  
 How many persons live in your household including yourself, who are... 

 

 
INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (Progr.: grün): A household comprises people who 
live together in a same home and share a budget together. 
 
... 13 or less years old: __________ 
... between 14 and 15 years old: ____ 
... 16 years old or older: ___________ 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
97: Verweigert 
98: Weiß nicht 
 
 
Progr.: Wertebereich 1-30 und 97, 98 

102a 
 
------ 
103 
 

102a  

Wenn Summe aus 102 = 1: 

Then you live in a single-person household. Is that correct? 

 

Wenn Summe aus 102 > 1: 

[Progr: Summe aus Frage 102 einblenden] persons live in your household in 

total, including you. Is that correct? 

 

1: Yes 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2: no 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
103 
-------- 
102 
----- 

103 
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A.  FEELING SAFE AND WORRIES ABOUT CRIME 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

Progr: Zwischenseite (page) einfügen: 

I would like to ask you some questions about your perceived safety feeling. 

 

A1 SAFFELNIGHT: Feeling safe out alone at night 

How safe do you feel walking alone in your area after dark? With area we mean your local area 

within a 15-minute walk from the place where you live. Do you feel very safe, fairly safe, a bit unsafe 

or very unsafe? 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Very safe  

2: Fairly safe 

3: A bit unsafe 

4: Very unsafe  

5: I don’t go out after dark [do not read out] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

IF A1 = 5, ASK A1a. ELSE GO TO A2. 

A1a SAFEFELNIGHT: Feeling safe out alone at night precision 

Is the main reason why you don’t leave home after dark fear of crime or is there some other reason? 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: I don’t go out after dark mainly for fear of becoming a victim of a crime 

2: I don’t go out after dark for other reasons 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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ONLY IF A1 ≠ 5, ASK A2 

 

A2 AVONIGHT: Avoidance behaviour at night  

Next, please try and remember the last 12 months when you went out after dark in your local area 

for whatever reason. Did you stay away from certain streets or places or, avoid certain people in 

order not to become a victim of crime?  

<< INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün) : "With area we mean your local area within a 15-minute walk 

from the place where you live">> 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: Always 

2: Sometimes 

3: Never 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

A3 SAFFELPHIAT: Worried about being physically attacked  

How worried are you of being physically attacked by people you do not know? Are you not worried 

at all, a bit worried, quite worried or very worried? 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Not worried at all  

2: A bit worried  

3: Quite worried 

4: Very worried 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

A4 SAFFELTERR: Worried about terrorism 

How worried are you about becoming personally a victim of a terrorist attack in Luxembourg? Are 

you not worried at all, a bit worried, quite worried or very worried? 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Not worried at all 

2: A bit worried 

3: Quite worried 

4: Very worried 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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A5      SAFFELSEXHAR: Worried about sexual harassment 

How worried are you about becoming personally a victim of sexual harassment in Luxembourg? Are 

you not worried at all, a bit worried, quite worried or very worried? 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Not worried at all 

2: A bit worried 

3: Quite worried 

4: Very worried  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

A6 LIKHOOBURG: Likelihood of burglary 

What would you say are the chances that over the next twelve months someone will break into your 

primary home to steal something?  Do you think this is not at all likely, not very likely, fairly likely, or 

very likely? 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Not at all likely  

2: Not very likely 

3: Fairly likely  

4: Very likely  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

A7 LIKHOOROB: Likelihood of robbery  

What would you say are the chances that over the next twelve months someone will steal, or try to 

steal something from you by using force or threatening you with force?  Do you think this is not at all 

likely, not very likely, fairly likely, or very likely? 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Not at all likely  

2: Not very likely 

3: Fairly likely  

4: Very likely 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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A8 LIKHOOTHEFT: Likelihood of theft of personal property  

Excluding previously mentioned incidents, there are many other types of theft of personal property 

with no violence involved such as theft of purse, jewellery, mobile phone, bags, luggage, or sports 

equipment. Please consider thefts of personal property either by means of pick-pocketing, stealing 

property that is left unguarded, or other means. 

What would you say are the chances that over the next twelve months this kind of incident might 

happen to you?  Do you think this is not at all likely, not very likely, fairly likely, or very likely? 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Not at all likely  

2: Not very likely 

3: Fairly likely  

4: Very likely 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

Progr: (Split-half): Fragen E7, E8 und E9 werden für die Hälfte der Befragten an dieser Stelle gestellt. 

Für die andere Hälfte der Befragten erscheint dieser Fragenblock in Block E (s. dort). Zufallsauswahl: 

CaseID mit gerader Endziffer bekommen Fragen E7 bis E9 an dieser Stelle vorgelegt; CaseID mit 

ungerader Endziffer bekommen Fragen E7 bis E9 im Block E  vorgelegt. 
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B. QUESTIONS TO ESTABLISH VEHICLE OWNERSHIP AND USE OF ‘CARDS’ AND ONLINE 

BANKING 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

Progr: Zwischenseite (page) einfügen: 

Progr: Textfilter wenn 102 = 1: 

I will be asking you some questions about crimes that you might have experienced. Before that, 

though, I need to ask you about some things that might have been targeted by offenders. 

Progr.: Textfilter, wenn 102 = 2: 

I will be asking you some questions about crimes that you or the other current household member 

might have experienced. Before that, though, I need to ask you about some things that might have 

been targeted by offenders. 

Progr.: Textfilter, sonst: 

I will be asking you some questions about crimes that you or one of the [Progr: Anzahl aus Frage 102  

minus 1 einfügen, bei Missingvalue in Frage 102 kein Wert einblenden] other current household 

members might have experienced. Before that, though, I need to ask you about some things that 

might have been targeted by offenders. 

<< INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün) : Refers to current household. A household comprises people who 

live together in a same home and share a budget together >>  

 

 

B1  Use of car 

First, in the last 5 years, which is since the beginning of 2008, have you [Wenn 102 > 1: or anyone 

else in your household] had a car, van or pick-up truck  available for private use?  

 

<< INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün) :  Including leased cars, company cars & rental cars available for 

personal use, but no vehicles you borrowed of private individuals who do not belong to your 

household.>>   

 

<< INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün) : “Your household” refers to your current household. A household 

comprises people who live together in a same home and share a budget together>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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B2  Use of motorcycle 

In the last five years, which is since the beginning of 2008, have you [Wenn 102 > 1: or anyone else in 

your household] owned a motorcycle, scooter or moped? 

<< INT : Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün) : Motorcycle also includes similar electrical vehicles, etc. as long as 

they have a licence plate. Electric bicycles or toys are excluded. For the purpose of this variable a 

‘scooter’ means a light motor cycle with a small engine. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

B3  Use of bicycle 

In the last five years, which is since the beginning of 2008, have you [Wenn 102 > 1: or anyone else in 

your household] owned a bicycle? 

<< INT: : Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün) : Children’s bicycles, if they are two-wheelers, should be included. 

Leased bicycles and company bicycles are included. Electric bicycles are included >> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

B4 Ownership of bank and credit cards, and use of on-line banking   

In the last five years, which is since the beginning of 2008, have you [Wenn 102 > 1: or anyone else in 

your household] used a bank card or done on-line banking?  

<< INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün):  bank card include credit card, cash card & debit card >> 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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C. VICTIMISATION SCREENERS - for the last 5 years 

FOR HOUSEHOLD-RELATED CRIMES 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

Progr: Zwischenseite (page) einfügen: 

I would now like to ask some questions about crimes that you [wenn 102>1: or other members of 

your household] may have experienced.  

 

Progr: Wenn laut F102 nur eine Person im Haushalt lebt: 

Please also consider incidents from abroad for your answer. 

 

Progr: alle anderen Fälle: 

Please consider all persons who live in your household as well as incidents from abroad for the 

following questions. 

 

C1 SCBURMAIN: Burglary in main home in the last 5 years 

Over the past five years, which is since the beginning of 2008, did anyone actually get into your main 

home, including cellars, attics and lofts that are part of the home, without permission and steal or try 

to steal something? Please also consider incidents from abroad for your answer. 

 

<< INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün) : Include static mobile homes and caravans as long as they are 

considered main home by the respondent >> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

C1bis   

Over the past five years, which is since the beginning of 2008, did anyone attempted  - but failed - to 

get into your main home, including cellars, attics and lofts that are part of the home, without 

permission in order to steal or try to steal something? Please also consider incidents from abroad for 

your answer. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out]  
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IF B1 = 1, ASK C2. ELSE GO TO C4 

 

C2 SCCARTHEF Car theft in the last 5 years  

Over the past five years, which is since the beginning of 2008, have you [wenn 102 >1: or anyone else 

in your household] had a car, a van or a pick-up truck available for private use stolen or driven away 

without permission?  Please also consider incidents from abroad for your answer. 

 

 

<< INT: : Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün) : Do not include a car being taken by a family member without 

permission, unless the owner considers this theft. >> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

IF B1 = 1, ASK C3. ELSE GO TO C4 

C3 SCFROMCAR Theft from car in the last 5 years  

Apart from this, in the last five years which is since the beginning of 2008 have you [wenn 102 > 1: or 

anyone else in your household] had anything stolen from a car, a van or a pick-up truck available for 

private use? This includes parts of the vehicle, possessions in the car, or other things. 

<<INT: Stellen Sie sicher, dass auch Ereignisse berücksichtigt werden, die im Ausland geschehen 

sind.>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF B2 = 1, ASK C4. ELSE GO TO C5 

C4  SCMOTTHEF: Motorcycle theft in the last 5 years  

Over the past five years, which is since the beginning of 2008, did you [wenn 102 > 1: or anyone else 

in your household] have a motorcycle, scooter or moped stolen or driven away without permission?  

 

<< INT:  Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün) : Do not include a motorcycle being taken by a family member 

without permission, unless the owner considers this theft >> 

 

<<INT: Stellen Sie sicher, dass auch Ereignisse berücksichtigt werden, die im Ausland geschehen 

sind.>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF B3 = 1, ASK C5. ELSE GO TO C6 

C5 SCBICTHEF: Bicycle theft in the last 5 years  

Over the past five years, which is since the beginning of 2008, have you [wenn 102 > 1: or anyone 

else in your household] had a bicycle stolen?  

 

<< INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün) :  Include children’s bicycles if they are two-wheelers >> 

 

<< INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün) :  Leased bicycles and company bicycles are included. Electric 

bicycles are included>> 

 

<<INT: Stellen Sie sicher, dass auch Ereignisse berücksichtigt werden, die im Ausland geschehen 

sind.>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF B4 = 1, ASK C8 ELSE GO TO C6  

C8 SCCRONPERS Card / on-line banking abuse in the last 5 years 

Have you [wenn 102 > 1: or anyone else in your household] experienced fraud or theft because 

someone misused a stolen or lost bank card or information therefrom or initiated online banking 

transactions without permission within the last 5 years, which is since the beginning of 2008? 

<< INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün) :   bank cards include credit cards, debit cards and cash cards >> 

<<INT: Stellen Sie sicher, dass auch Ereignisse berücksichtigt werden, die im Ausland geschehen 

sind.>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

FOR PERSONAL CRIMES 

Progr: Zwischenseite (page) einfügen: 

Next I would like to ask you some questions about what may have happened to you personally.  

Things that you have mentioned already [wenn 102 > 1: or which happened to other members of 

your household should] not be mentioned here. 

Please include anything that happened to you in the last five years. These incidents could have taken 

place in the street, for instance, in a pub, in a park, on public transport, at work, or at home. 

 

C6 SCROBB: Robbery in the last 5 years  

Over the past five years, which is since the beginning of 2008, has anyone stolen, or tried to steal 

something from you by using force or threatening you with force? 

 

<<INT: Stellen Sie sicher, dass auch Ereignisse berücksichtigt werden, die im Ausland geschehen 

sind.>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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C7* SCRPPTH: Theft of personal property in the last 5 years  

Excluding previously mentioned incidents, there are many other types of theft of personal property, 

such as theft of a purse, jewellery, mobile phone, bags, luggage, or sports equipment. Please 

consider theft of personal property either by means of pick-pocketing, stealing property that is left 

unguarded, or other means. 

In the last five years, which is since the beginning of 2008, have you personally been victim of any of 

these incidents?    

<<INT: Stellen Sie sicher, dass auch Ereignisse berücksichtigt werden, die im Ausland geschehen 

sind.>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

C7bis*    SCRHAR Harassment in the last 5 years 

In the last five years, which is since the beginning of 2008, have you been victim of harassment? By 

harassment, I mean mobbing, threatening, menacing or bullying. The focus is on attacks on the 

mental health of a person by mobbing, not on threatening during a robbery. 

 

<<INT: Stellen Sie sicher, dass auch Ereignisse berücksichtigt werden, die im Ausland geschehen 

sind.>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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FOR ‘NON-CONVENTIONAL’ CRIMES 

 

C9 SCCONSFRA: Consumer fraud in the last 5 years  

Were you defrauded at least once within the last 5 years, which is since the beginning of 2008, by a 

seller or craftsman for example while purchasing or paying for services or goods? I mean that you 

were defrauded or lied to on purpose and that, as a consequence, you paid more than the services’ 

or goods’ worth? 

 

<<INT: Stellen Sie sicher, dass auch Ereignisse berücksichtigt werden, die im Ausland geschehen 

sind.>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

C10* SCBRIBE: Bribery/ backhander in the last 5 years  

Over the last 5 years, which is since the beginning of 2008, has anyone such as a police officer, other 

government official - for example an inspector or a customs officer -, a doctor, or teacher asked, 

expected or required you to pay a bribe  for his or her services? Contacts you have in a work setting 

are included. Also are included incidents that happened abroad. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D. VICTIMISATION DETAILS 

Progr.: Block D nur, wenn Opfererfahrung vorliegt, d.h. C1 = 1 oder C2 = 1 oder C3=1 oder C4= 1 

oder C5=1 oder C6=1 oder C7 = 1  oder C8 = 1  oder C9 = 1 oder C10 = 1, Sonst weiter mit Block E  

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

Progr: Zwischenseite (page) einfügen: 

You have been a victim of one or more crimes in the last five years. I will now ask you a few details 

about these incidents. 

 

D1 BURGLARY – MAIN HOME 

 

 

IF C1 = 1, ASK D1.INTRO.  ELSE GO TO D2. 

D1.INTRO  

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

You mentioned a burglary in your main home. Did it happen once or more than once since the 

beginning of 2008? 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Once 

2: More than once 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

D1.1 BURMWHEN: Burglary in main home, when 

Now, I want to know when this happened [the last time]. Was it within the last 12 months – i.e., 

since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012. Or was it before this? 

<< Progr: Add “The last time” only if D1.INTRO = 2 >> 

Progr: Antwortvorgaben in grün setzen. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Last 12 months, since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012 

2: Before that  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF D1.1 = 1 & D1.INTRO = 2, ASK D1.1a. ELSE GO TO D1.2  

 

D1.1a BURMFREQ: Burglary in main home, how often in last 12 months. 

How often did it happen in the last 12 months?  

Number : ………….. (Range von 1 bis 100) 

997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D1.2 BURMWHER: Burglary in main home, where 

[The last time,] where did this burglary happen? Was it in Luxembourg or did it happen abroad?  

 

<< Progr: Add “The last time” only if D1.INTRO = 2 >> 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: In Luxembourg  

2: Abroad  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D1.2a BURMWHENDET: Burglary in main home, when 

[The last time,] when did this burglary happen? Was it in the morning between 6am and 12am, in the 

afternoon between 12am and 6pm, in the evening between 6pm and 10pm or at night between 

10pm and 6am?  

 

<< Progr: Add “The last time” only if D1.INTRO = 2 >> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: in the morning, between 6am and 12am  

2: in the afternoon, between 12am and 6pm 

3: in the evening, between 6pm and 10pm 

4: at night between 10pm and 6am 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

D1.2b     BURMWHERDET: Burglary in main home, which part of the property was broken into 

More precisely, [the last time] which part of the house was broken into?  

<< Progr: Add “The last time” only if D1.INTRO = 2 >> 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 
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1: The dwelling itself 

2: the garden or property around the dwelling 

3: an extension adjacent to the dwelling 

4: an extension non adjacent to the dwelling 

7: Refuse to say [don’t read out] 

8: Don’t know [don’t read out] 

 

 

D1.3 BURMSTOL: Burglary, whether anything stolen 

[The last time ] was anything actually stolen? 

 

<< Progr:  Add “The last time ” only if D1.INTRO = 2 >> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes  

2: No  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D1.4. BURGMVIOL: violence during the incident 

Has someone in the household been assaulted or threatened with force during this incident?  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D1.5 BURMPOLREP: Burglary in main home, whether reported to the police 

Did you or someone known by you report the incident to the police, did the police come to know 

about the incident in another way or was the police not informed? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: The incident was reported by me or someone that I know 

2: The police come to know about the incident in another way  

3: The police was not informed  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D1.5= 3, ASK D1.5a 

 

D1.5a* BURMPOLWHN: Burglary in main home, why police were not informed 

For what reasons was the police not informed? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem vierten Item in grün setzen. 

The police was not informed... 

A: because the incidence was not serious enough 

B: because I or anyone else did not have the time to go 

C: because I did not think about it at that time 

D: because I did not see the need, it would have been useless 

E: because I had fear of reprisals 

F: because I did not want involvement with the police 

G: because I did not have evidence enough to involve the police 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF D1.5= 1 or 2, ASK D1.5b 

 

D1.5b BURMPOLSAT: Burglary in main home, satisfaction with police response 

Overall, how satisfied were you with the way the police handled the matter?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: Very satisfied  

2: Fairly satisfied  

3: A bit dissatisfied 

4: Very dissatisfied 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D1.5b = 3 OR 4, ASK D1.5c 

 

D1.5c* BURMPOLSATN: Burglary in main home, why not satisfied with police response 

For what reasons were you dissatisfied? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem vierten Item in grün setzen. 

 

I was dissatisfied,... 

A: ... because the Police didn't do enough resp. didn’t follow up on concrete evidence 

B: ... because the Police were not interested  

C: ... because the Police didn't find or apprehend the offender  

D: ... because the Police didn't recover my property or goods 

E: ... because the Police didn't keep me properly informed  

F: ... because the Police didn't treat me correctly or were impolite  

G: ... because the Police were slow to arrive  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

[scale for each item : ] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D1.7 BURMEMIMP: Burglary in main home, emotional impact 

Please, remember the days after this incident, would you say that this incident has caused you 

emotional impact, like difficulty to sleep, fear, or loss of confidence?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes, rather important impact 

2: Yes, rather moderate impact 

3: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

  

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

END OF SECTION – GO TO D2. 
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D2 THEFT OF A CAR/”4 WHEELS PRIVATE VEHICLE“  

 

IF C2 = 1, ASK D2.INTRO.  ELSE GO TO D3. 

 

D2.INTRO  

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

You mentioned that you [wenn 102 > 1: or someone else in your household] had a car, van or pick-up 

truck available for private use, stolen or driven away without permission. Did it happen once or more 

than once since the beginning of 2008? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Once 

2: More than once 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D2.1 CARTWHEN: Car theft, when 

Now, I want to know when this happened [the last time]. Was it within the last 12 months – i.e., 

since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012. Or was it before this? 

 

<< Add “The last time” only if D2.INTRO = 2 >> 

Progr: Antwortvorgaben in grün setzen. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Last 12 months, since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012 

2: Before that  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D2.1 = 1 & D2.INTRO = 2, ASK D2.1a. ELSE GO TO D2.2 

 

D2.1a CARTFREQ: Car theft, how often in last 12 months 

How often did it happen in the last 12 months?  

 

Number : …………… (Range von 1 bis 100]) 

997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D2.2 CARTWHER: Car theft, where 

[The last time] where did this theft or unpermitted drive happen? Was it in or around your home, I 

mean your main residence, garage or drive, somewhere elsewhere in Luxembourg, or did it happen 

abroad?  

 

<< Add “The last time” only if D2.INTRO = 2 >>  

 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: In or around your own home, I mean your main residence, garage or drive 

2: Elsewhere in Luxembourg  

3: Abroad  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D2.3 CARTRET: Car theft, whether vehicle returned 

[The last time] did you get the vehicle back?  

 

<< Add “The last time” only if D2.INTRO = 2 >>  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes  

2: No  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D2.4.   CARTVIOL: violence during the incident 

Has someone, except the offender or the offenders, been assaulted or threatened with force during 

this incident?  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D2.5 CARTPOLREP: Car theft, whether reported to the police 

Did you or someone known by you report the incident to the police, did the police come to know 

about the incident in another way or was the police not informed? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: The incident was reported by me or someone that I know 

2: The police come to know about the incident in another way 

3: The police was not informed  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D2.5= 3, ASK D2.5a 

 

D2.5a* CARTPOLWHN: Car theft, why police were not informed 

For what reasons was the police not informed? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem vierten Item in grün setzen. 

The police was not informed... 

A: because the incidence was not serious enough 

B: because I or anyone else did not have the time to go 

C: because I did not think about it at that time 

D: because I  did not see the need, it would have been useless 

E: because I had fear of reprisals 

F: because I did not want involvement with the police 

G: because I did not have evidence enough to involve the police 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF D2.5 = 1 or 2, ASK D2.5b  

 

D2.5b CARTPOLSAT: Car theft, satisfaction with police response 

Overall, how satisfied were you with the way the police handled the matter?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: Very satisfied  

2: Fairly satisfied  

3: A bit dissatisfied  

4: Very dissatisfied   

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D2.5b = 3 OR 4, ASK D2.5c 

 

D2.5c* CARTPOLSATN: Cart theft, why not satisfied with police response 

For what reasons were you dissatisfied? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem vierten Item in grün setzen. 

 

I was dissatisfied...A: ... because the Police didn't do enough resp. didn’t follow up on concrete 

evidence 

B: ... because the Police were not interested  

C: ... because the Police didn't find or apprehend the offender  

D: ... because the Police didn't recover my property or goods 

E: ... because the Police didn't keep me properly informed  

F: ... because the Police didn't treat me correctly / were impolite  

G: ... because the Police were slow to arrive  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D2.6 CARTEMIMP: Cart theft, emotional impact 

Please remember the days after this incident. Would you say that this incident has caused you 

emotional impact, for example difficulty to sleep, fear, or loss of confidence?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes, rather important impact 

2: Yes, rather moderate impact 

3: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

END OF SECTION – GO TO D3. 
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D3 THEFT FROM A CAR OR 4 WHEELS PRIVATE VEHICLE 

 

IF C3 = 1, ASK D3.INTRO.  ELSE GO TO D4. 

 

D3.INTRO  

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

You mentioned a theft from a car, van or pick-up truck available for personal use. Remember that 

thefts already mentioned in previous sections must not be mentioned again. Did it happen once or 

more than once since the beginning of 2008? 

 

INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün): This section doesn’t deal with car theft, but only with the theft of 

items from the car. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Once 

2: More than once 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D3.1 FCARWHEN: Theft from car, when 

Now, I want to know when this happened [the last time]. Was it within the last 12 months – i.e., 

since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012. Or was it before this? 

 

<< Add “The last time” only if D3.INTRO = 2 >> 

 

<<INT:  Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün): This section doesn’t deal with car theft, but only with the theft of 

items from the car.>> 

 

Progr: Antwortvorgaben in grün setzen. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Last 12 months, since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012 

2: Before that  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF D3.1 = 1 & D3.INTRO = 2, ASK D3.1a. ELSE GO TO D3.2 

D3.1a  FCARFREQ: Theft from car, how often in last 12 months 

How often did it happen in the last 12 months?  

 

Number : ……………… (Range von 1 bis 100]) 

997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D3.2 FCARWHER: Theft from car, where 

[The last time] where did this theft happen? Was it in or around your home, I mean your main 

residence, somewhere else in Luxembourg, or did it happen abroad?  

  

<< Add “The last time” only if D3.INTRO = 2 >>  

 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: In or around your own home, I mean your main residence, garage or drive 

2: Elsewhere in Luxembourg  

3: Abroad  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D3.3.   FCARVIOL: violence during the incident 

Has someone, except the offender or the offenders, been assaulted or threatened with force during 

this incident?  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D3.4 FCARPOLREP: Theft from car, whether reported to the police 

Did you or someone you know report the incident to the police, did the police come to know about 

the incident in another way or was the police not informed? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: The incident was reported by me or someone I know 

2: The police come to know about the incident in another way 

3: The police was not informed  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D3.4= 3, ASK D3.4a 

 

D3.4a* FCARPOLWHN: Theft from car, why police were not informed 

For what reasons was the police not informed? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

  

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem viertem Item in grün setzen. 

 

The police was not informed... 

 

A: because the incidence was not serious enough 

B: because I or anyone else did not have the time to go 

C: because I did not think about it at that time 

D: because I did not see the need, it would have been useless 

E: because I had fear of reprisals 

F: because I did not want involvement with the police 

G: because I did not have evidence enough to involve the police 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF D3.4 = 1 or 2, ASK D3.4b  

D3.4b FCARPOLSAT: Theft from car, satisfaction with police response 

Overall, how satisfied were you with the way the police handled the matter?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: Very satisfied  

2: Fairly satisfied  

3: A bit dissatisfied  

4: Very dissatisfied   

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D3.4b = 3 OR 4, ASK D3.4c 

 

D3.4c* FCARPOLSATN: Theft from car, why not satisfied with police response 

For what reasons were you dissatisfied? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem vierten Item in grün setzen. 

 

I was dissatisfied... 

A: ... because the Police didn't do enough resp. didn’t follow up on concrete evidence 

B: ... because the Police were not interested  

C: ... because the Police didn't find or apprehend the offender  

D: ... because the Police didn't recover my property or goods 

E: ... because the Police didn't keep me properly informed  

F: ... because the Police didn't treat me correctly / were impolite  

G: ... because the Police were slow to arrive  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D3.5 FCAREMIMP: Theft from car, emotional impact 

Please remember the days after this incident; would you say that this incident has caused you 

emotional impact, for example difficulty to sleep, fear, or loss of confidence?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes, rather important impact 

2: Yes, rather moderate impact 

3: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

END OF SECTION – GO TO D4. 
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D4 MOTORCYCLE/MOPED THEFT 

IF C4 = 1, ASK D4.INTRO.  ELSE GO TO D5. 

D4.INTRO  

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

You mentioned that someone has stolen or driven without permission your motorcycle, scooter or 

moped. Did it happen once or more than once since the beginning of 2008? 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Once 

2: More than once 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D4.1 MOTTWHEN: Motorcycle theft, when 

Now, I want to know when this happened [the last time]. Was it within the last 12 months – i.e., 

since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012. Or was it before this? 

 

<< Add “The last time” only if D4.INTRO = 2 >> 

Progr: Antwortvorgaben in grün setzen. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Last 12 months, since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012 

2: Before that  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D4.1 = 1 & D4.INTRO =2, ASK D4.1a. ELSE GO TO D4.2 

 

D4.1a MOTTFREQ: Motorcycle theft, how often in last 12 months 

How often did it happen in the last 12 months?  

 

Number : ……………………… (Range von 1 bis 100) 

997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D4.2 MOTTWHER: Motorcycle theft, where 

[The last time] where did this theft or unpermitted drive happen? Was it in or around your home, I 

mean your main residence, garage or drive, somewhere elsewhere in Luxembourg, or did it happen 

abroad?  

 

<< Add “The last time” only if D4.INTRO = 2 >> 

 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: In or around your own home, I mean your main residence, garage or drive 

2: Elsewhere in Luxembourg 

3: Abroad  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D4.3 MOTTRET: Motorcycle theft, whether vehicle returned 

[The last time,] did you get the vehicle back?  

 

<< Add “The last time” only if D4.INTRO = 2 >> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes  

2: No  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D4.4. MOTTVIOL: violence during the incident 

Has someone, except the offender or the offenders, been assaulted or threatened with force during 

this incident?  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D4.5 MOTTPOLREP: Motorcycle theft, whether reported to the police 

Did you or someone you know report the incident to the police, did the police come to know about 

the incident in another way or was the police not informed? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: The incident was reported by me or by someone I know 

2: The police come to know about the incident in another way 

3: The police was not informed  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D4.5= 3, ASK D4.5a 

 

D4.5a* MOTTPOLWHN: Motorcycle theft, why police were not informed 

For what reasons was the police not informed? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem viertem Item in grün setzen. 

 

The police was not informed... 

 

A: because the incidence was not serious enough 

B: because I or anyone else did not have the time to go 

C: because I did not think about it at that time 

D: because I did not see the need, it would have been useless 

E: because I had fear of reprisals 

F: because I did not want involvement with the police 

G: because I did not have evidence enough to involve the police 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF D4.5 = 1 or 2, ASK D4.5b  

 

D4.5b MOTTPOLSAT: Motorcycle theft, whether satisfied with police response 

Overall, how satisfied were you with the way the police handled the matter?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: Very satisfied  

2: Fairly satisfied  

3: A bit dissatisfied  

4: Very dissatisfied 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

  

 

IF D4.5b = 3 OR 4, ASK D4.5c 

 

D4.5c* MOTTPOLSATN: Motorcycle theft, why not satisfied with police response 

For what reasons were you dissatisfied? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem vierten Item in grün setzen. 

 

I was dissatisfied... 

A: ... because the Police didn't do enough resp. didn’t follow up on concrete evidence 

B: ... because the Police were not interested  

C: ... because the Police didn't find or apprehend the offender  

D: ... because the Police didn't recover my property or goods 

E: ... because the Police didn't keep me properly informed  

F: ... because the Police didn't treat me correctly / were impolite  

G: ... because the Police were slow to arrive  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D4.6 MOTTEMIM: Motorcycle theft, emotional impact 

Please remember the days after this incident. Would you say that this incident has caused you 

emotional impact, for example difficulty to sleep, fear, or loss of confidence?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes, rather important impact 

2: Yes, rather moderate impact 

3: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

 

END OF SECTION – GO TO D5. 
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D5 BICYCLE THEFT 

IF C5 = 1, ASK D5.INTRO. ELSE GO TO D6. 

D5.INTRO  

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

You mentioned a theft of a bicycle. Did it happen once or more than once since the beginning of 

2008? 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Once 

2: More than once 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D5.1 BICTWHEN: Bicycle theft, when 

Now, I want to know when this happened [the last time]. Was it within the last 12 months – i.e., 

since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012. Or was it before this? 

 

<< Add “the last time” only if D5.INTRO = 2>> 

 

Progr: Antwortvorgaben in grün setzen. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Last 12 months, since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012 

2: Before that  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D5.1 = 1 & D5.INTRO = 2, ASK D5.1a. ELSE GO TO D5.2 

 

D5.1a BICTFREQ: Bicycle theft, how often in last 12 months 

How often did it happen in the last 12 months?  

 

Number : …………………………. (Range von 1 bis 100]) 

997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D5.2 BICTWHER: Bicycle theft, where 

[The last time] where did this theft happen? Was it in or around your own home, I mean your main 

residence, garage or drive, somewhere else in Luxembourg or did it happen abroad?  

 

<< Add “the last time” only if D5.INTRO = 2>> 

 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: In or around your own home, I mean your main residence, garage or drive 

2: Elsewhere in Luxembourg  

3: Abroad  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D5.3 BICTRET: Bicycle theft, whether vehicle returned 

[The last time] did you get the bicycle back?  

 

<< Add “the last time” only if D5.INTRO = 2>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes  

2: No  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D5.4.   BICTVIOL: violence during the incident 

Has someone, except the offender or the offenders, been assaulted or threatened with force during 

this incident?  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D5.5 BICTPOLREP: Bicycle theft, whether reported to the police 

Did you or someone you know report the incident to the police, did the police come to know about 

the incident in another way or was the police not informed? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: The incident was reported by me or someone I know 

2: The police come to know about the incident in another way 

3: The police was not informed  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D5.5= 3, ASK D5.5a 

 

D5.5a* BICTPOLWHN: Bicycle theft, why police were not informed 

For what reasons was the police not informed? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem viertem Item in grün setzen. 

 

The police was not informed... 

 

A: because the incidence was not serious enough 

B: because I or anyone else did not have the time to go 

C: because I did not think about it at that time 

D: because I  did not see the need, it would have been useless 

E: because I had fear of reprisals 

F: because I did not want involvement with the police 

G: because I did not have evidence enough to involve the police 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF D5.5= 1 or 2, ASK D5.5b  

 

D5.5b BICTPOLSAT: Bicycle theft, whether satisfied with police response 

Overall, how satisfied were you with the way the police handled the matter?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: Very satisfied  

2: Fairly satisfied  

3: A bit dissatisfied  

4: Very dissatisfied   

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

  

 

IF D5.5b = 3 OR 4, ASK D5.5c 

 

D5.5c* BICTPOLSATN: Bicycle theft, why not satisfied with police response 

For what reasons were you dissatisfied? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem vierten Item in grün setzen. 

 

I was dissatisfied...  

A: ... because the Police didn't do enough resp. didn’t follow up on concrete evidence 

B: ... because the Police were not interested  

C: ... because the Police didn't find or apprehend the offender  

D: ... because the Police didn't recover my property or goods 

E: ... because the Police didn't keep me properly informed  

F: ... because the Police didn't treat me correctly / were impolite  

G: ... because the Police were slow to arrive  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D5.6 BICTEMIMP: Bicycle theft, emotional impact 

Please remember the days after this incident. Would you say that this incident has caused you 

emotional impact, for example difficulty to sleep, fear, or loss of confidence?  

 

INT: Vorlesen!   

1: Yes, rather important impact 

2: Yes, rather moderate impact 

3: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

 

END OF SECTION – GO TO D6. 
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D6 ROBBERY 

IF C6 = 1, ASK D6.INTRO, ELSE GO TO D7. 

 

D6.INTRO  

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

You mentioned that someone had stolen, or tried to steal, something from you by using force or 

threatening you with force. Did it happen once or more than once since the beginning of 2008? 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Once 

2: More than once 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D6.1  ROBWHEN: Robbery, when 

Now, I want to know when this happened [the last time].. Was it within the last 12 months – i.e., 

since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012. Or was it before this? 

 

<< Add “the last time” only if D6.INTRO =2 >> 

 

Progr: Antwortvorgaben in grün setzen. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Last 12 months, since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012 

2: Before that  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D6.1 =1 & D6.INTRO =2, ASK D6.1a.ELSE GO TO D6.2 

D6.1a ROBFREQ: Robbery, how often in last 12 months 

How often did it happen in the last 12 months?  

 

Number : …………………… (Range von 1 bis 100) 

997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D6.2  ROBWHER: Robbery, where 

[The last time] where did this incident happen? Was it in Luxembourg or did it happen abroad?  

 

<< Add “the last time” only if D6.INTRO =2 >>  

 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: In Luxembourg  

2: Abroad  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D6.2a   ROBWHENDAY: Robbery, during the day or at night 

More precisely, do you remember if it happened in the morning between 6am and 12am, in the 

afternoon between 12am and 6pm, in the evening between 6pm and 10pm or at night between 

10pm and 6am? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: in the morning, between 6am and 12am  

2: in the afternoon, between 12am and 6pm 

3: in the evening, between 6pm and 10pm 

4: at night between 10pm and 6am 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D6.2b ROBWHERDET: Robbery, surroundings 

More precisely, where did this incident happen? 

 

<< INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün): This question is asked regardless whether the last incident 

happened in Luxembourg or abroad >> 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: At home or in your building 

2: At someone else’s home or building 

3: At your workplace, university or school 

4: In public transportation 

5: In a public building, for example in a mall, restaurant, bar, railway station, airport 

6: In an indoor parking lot 

7: On an outdoor parking lot 

8: Outside: street, park, forest… 

9: Other place 

 

97: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

98: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

Wenn D6.2.b = 4 or D6.2.b = 5 or D6.2.b = 6 or D6.2.b = 7 or D6.2.b = 8 or D6.2.b = 9 

 

D6.2c     ROBWHERCRO: Robbery, crowding 

 

When this incident happened, was the place crowded or were there few people around? 

1: crowded 

2: not crowded 

97: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

98: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

 

 

D6.3 ROBVICNUM: Robbery, number of victims 

How many people w 

ere with you? 

 

Number: ___ (0 allowed, max. 100) 

997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D6.4 ROBOFFNUM: Robbery, number of offenders 

How many offenders were they? 
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INT: Im Zweifel die Anzahl der Angreifer aufnehmen, die die Zielperson gesehen hat. 

 

Number: ____ (Range von 1 bis 100] ) 

997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D6.5 ROBSTOL: Robbery, whether anything stolen 

Was anything actually stolen? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes  

2: No  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D6.6 ROBWEAP: Robbery, whether weapon used 

Did any of the offender/s have a weapon or something they used or threatened to use as a weapon? 

<< Modify the wording of the question according to answer D6.4>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D6.6 = 1, ASK D6.6a 

 

D6.6a ROBWEAPTY: Robbery, what kind of weapon used 

What did the offender/s use as a weapon? Was it a gun of some sort, a knife, or something else?  

 

<< Modify the wording of the question according to answer D6.4>> 

 

<<INT:  Wenn mehr als eine Waffe genannt wird, markieren Sie  den niedrigsten Code auf der Liste.>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Gun of some sort 

2: Knife 

3: Something else 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D6.7 ROBINJ: Robbery, whether injured 

Were you bruised, scratched, cut or injured in any way? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes  

2: No  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF D6.7 = 1, ASK D6.7a 

 

D6.7a  ROBINJTR: Robbery, whether medical attention for injuries 

Did you get medical attention for your injuries? 

 

<<INT: Antworten vorlesen>> 

1: Yes, I saw a doctor or a nurse but I did not have to stay in hospital 

2: Yes, I had to stay at least one night in hospital 

3: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D6.8 ROBPOLREP: Robbery, whether reported to the police 

Did you or someone you know report the incident to the police, did the police come to know about 

the incident in another way or was the police not informed? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: The incident was reported by me or someone I know 

2: The police come to know about the incident in another way 

3: The police was not informed  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF D6.8= 3, ASK D6.8a 

D6.8a* ROBPOLWHN: Robbery, why police were not informed 

For what reasons was the police not informed? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Antworten vorlesen 

 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem viertem Item in grün setzen. 

 

The police was not informed... 

 

A: because the incidence was not serious enough 

B: because I or anyone else did not have the time to go 

C: because I did not think about it at that time 

D: because I did not see the need, it would have been useless 

E: because I had fear of reprisals 

F: because I did not want involvement with the police 

G: because I did not have evidence enough to involve the police 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D6.8 = 1 or 2, ASK D6.8b 

D6.8b ROBPOLSAT: Robbery, whether satisfied with police response 

Overall, how satisfied were you with the way the police handled the matter?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: Very satisfied  

2: Fairly satisfied  

3: A bit dissatisfied  

4: Very dissatisfied   

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF D6.8b = 3 OR 4, ASK D6.8c 

D6.8c* ROBPOLSATN: Robbery, why not satisfied with police response 

For what reasons were you dissatisfied? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Antworten vorlesen 

 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem vierten Item in grün setzen. 

 

I was dissatisfied...  

 

A: ... because the Police didn't do enough resp. didn’t follow up on concrete evidence 

B: ... because the Police were not interested  

C: ... because the Police didn't find or apprehend the offender  

D: ... because the Police didn't recover my property or goods 

E: ... because the Police didn't keep me properly informed  

F: ... because the Police didn't treat me correctly / were impolite  

G: ... because the Police were slow to arrive  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D6.9 ROBEMIMP: Robbery, whether emotional impact 

Please remember the days after this incident. Would you say that this incident has caused you 

emotional impact, for example difficulty to sleep, fear, or loss of confidence?  

 

INT: Antworten vorlesen 

 

1: Yes, rather important impact 

2: Yes, rather moderate impact 

3: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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Progr.: Zeitstempel 

 

END OF SECTION – GO TO D7. 

 

D7 THEFT OF PERSONAL PROPERTY 

 

IF C7 = 1, ASK D7.INTRO, ELSE GO TO D8. 

D7.INTRO  

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

You mentioned theft of personal property in which there was no force or threat of force. Did it 

happen once or more than once since the beginning of 2008? 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Once 

2: More than once 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D7.1  THPPWHEN: Theft, when 

Now, I want to know when this happened [the last time].. Was it within the last 12 months – i.e., 

since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012. Or was it before this? 

 

<< Add “the last time” only if D7.INTRO = 2 >> 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben in grün setzen. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen 

1: Last 12 months, since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012 

2: Before that  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D7.1 = 1 & D7.INTRO =2, ASK D7.1a.  

 

D7.1a THPPFREQ: Theft, how often in last 12 months 

How often did it happen in the last 12 months?  
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Number : ………………………… (Range von 1 bis 100]) 

997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

 

D7.2  THPPWHER: Theft of personal property, where 

[The last time] where did this incident happen? Was it in Luxembourg or did it happen abroad?  

 

<<Add “the last time” only if D7.INTRO = 2 >>  

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: In Luxembourg  

2: Abroad  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D7.2a* THPPWHERDET: Theft of personal property, surroundings 

More precisely, where did this incident happen? 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

 

1: At home or in your building 

2: At someone else’s home or building 

3: At your workplace, university or school 

4: In public transportation 

5: In a public building, for example in a mall, restaurant, bar, railway station, airport 

6: In an indoor parking lot 

7: On an outdoor parking lot 

8: Outside: street, park, forest… 

9: Other place 

 

97: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

98: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

Wenn D7.2.a = 4 or D7.2.a = 5 or D7.2.a = 6 or D7.2.a = 7 or D7.2.a = 8 or D7.2.a = 9 

 

D7.2b THPPWHERCRO: Theft of personal property, crowding 
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When this incident happened, was the place crowded or were there few people around? 

1: crowded 

2: not crowded 

97: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

98: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

 

 

D7.3 THPPSTOL: Theft, whether holding / carrying what was stolen 

[The last time] this happened were you holding or carrying what was stolen e.g., was it a case of 

pickpocketing? 

 

<<Add “the last time” only if D7.INTRO = 2 >>  

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes  

2: No  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

 

D7.4 THPPPOLREP: Theft, whether reported to the police 

Did you or someone you know report the incident to the police, did the police come to know about 

the incident in another way or was the police not informed? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: The incident was reported by me or someone I know 

2: The police come to know about the incident in another way 

3: The police was not informed  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D7.4 = 3, ASK D7.4a 

 

D7.4a* THPPPOLWHN: Theft, why police were not informed 

For what reasons was the police not informed? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem viertem Item in grün setzen. 
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The police was not informed... 

 

A: because the incidence was not serious enough 

B: because I or anyone else did not have the time to go 

C: because I did not think about it at that time 

D: because I  did not see the need, it would have been useless 

E: because I had fear of reprisals 

F: because I did not want involvement with the police 

G: because I did not have evidence enough to involve the police 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D7.4= 1 or 2, GO TO D7.4b  

D7.4b THPPPOLSAT: Theft, whether satisfied with police response 

Overall, how satisfied were you with the way the police handled the matter?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: Very satisfied  

2: Fairly satisfied  

3: A bit dissatisfied  

4: Very dissatisfied   

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

  

 

IF D7.4b = 3 OR 4, ASK D7.4c  

 

D7.4c* THPPPOLSATN: Theft, why not satisfied with police response 

For what reasons were you dissatisfied? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem vierten Item in grün setzen. 

 

I was dissatisfied...  

A: ... because the Police didn't do enough resp. didn’t follow up on concrete evidence 
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B: ... because the Police were not interested  

C: ... because the Police didn't find or apprehend the offender  

D: ... because the Police didn't recover my property or goods 

E: ... because the Police didn't keep me properly informed  

F: ... because the Police didn't treat me correctly / were impolite  

G: ... because the Police were slow to arrive  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D7.5 THPPEMIMP: Theft, whether emotional impact 

Please remember the days after this incident. Would you say that this incident has caused you 

emotional impact like difficulty to sleep, fear, or loss of confidence?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: Yes, rather important impact 

2: Yes, rather moderate impact 

3: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

 

END OF SECTION – GO TO D8. 

 

 

D8 CARD / ON-LINE ABUSE [Mißbrauch] 

 

IF C8 = 1, ASK D8.INTRO, ELSE GO TO D9. 

D8.INTRO  

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

You mentioned that someone used a stolen or lost bank card or information therefrom or an online 

bank account without your permission [wenn 102 > 1: or the permission of a member of your 

household). Did it happen once or more than once since the beginning of 2008? 
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INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Once 

2: More than once 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D8.1 CRCARWHEN: Card/online abuse, when 

Now, I want to know when this happened [the last time]. Was it within the last 12 months – i.e., 

since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012. Or was it before this? 

 

<< Add “the last time” only if D8.INTRO = 2 >> 

Progr: Antwortvorgaben in grün setzen. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Last 12 months, since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012 

2: Before that  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out]  

 

 

IF D8.1 = 1 & D8.INTRO = 2, ASK D8.1a. ELSE GO TO D8.2 

D8.1a CRCARFREQ: Card/online abuse, how often in last 12 months 

How often did it happen in the last 12 months?  

Number : ……………. (Range von 1 bis 100]) 

997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

D8.2* CRCARORON: Card/online abuse, whether card or online 

[The last time ] What happend?  

 

<< Add “the last time” only if D8.INTRO = 2 >> 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

Was the bank card... 

1: stolen or lost 

2: used after a counterfeit 

3: or was the theft done by on-line banking? 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D8.3 CRCARPOLREP: Card/online abuse, whether reported to the police or a financial institution 

[The last time ], did you or anyone else report the incident to the police, a financial institution, or to 

both? 

<< Add “the last time” only if D8.INTRO =2>> 

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: Police  

2: Financial institution or bank 

3: Both  

4: Neither 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

  

 

 

IF D8.3 = 2 or D8.3=4, ASK D8.3a 

D8.3a* CRCARPOLWHN: Card/online abuse, why police were not informed 

For what reasons was the police not informed? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem viertem Item in grün setzen. 

 

The police was not informed... 

 

A: because the incidence was not serious enough 

B: because I or anyone else did not have the time to go 

C: because I did not think about it at that time 

D: because I did not see the need, it would have been useless 

E: because I had fear of reprisals 

F: because I did not want involvement with the police 

G: because I did not have evidence enough to involve the police 

H: Because I did inform my bank. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF D8.3 = 1 or 3, ASK D8.3b 

D8.3b   CRCARPOLSAT: Card/online abuse, whether satisfied with police response 

Overall, how satisfied were you with the way the police dealt with the matter?  

 

<< INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün): This is about satisfaction with the police only >>   

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: Very satisfied  

2: Fairly satisfied  

3: A bit dissatisfied  

4: Very dissatisfied   

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D8.3b = 3 OR 4,  ASK D8.3c 

D8.3c*   CRCARPOLSATN: Card/online abuse, why not satisfied with police response 

For what reasons were you dissatisfied? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem vierten Item in grün setzen. 

 

I was dissatisfied...  

A: ... because the Police didn't do enough resp. didn’t follow up on concrete evidence 

B: ... because the Police were not interested  

C: ... because the Police didn't find or apprehend the offender  

D: ... because the Police didn't recover my property or goods 

E: ... because the Police didn't keep me properly informed  

F: ... because the Police didn't treat me correctly / were impolite  

G: ... because the Police were slow to arrive  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D8.4 CRCAREMIMP: Card/online abuse, whether emotional impact 

Please remember the days after the incident. Would you say that this incident has caused you 

emotional impact like difficulty to sleep, fear, or loss of confidence? 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes, rather important impact 

2: Yes, rather moderate impact 

3: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

 

END OF SECTION – GO TO D9. 
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D9 CONSUMER FRAUD 

 

IF C9 = 1, ASK D9.INTRO, ELSE GO TO D10. 

 

D9. INTRO 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

You mentioned that you experienced fraud while purchasing or paying for services or goods.  Did it 

happen once or more than once since the beginning of 2008? 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Once 

2: More than once 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D9.1 CONFRWHEN: Consumer fraud, when 

Now, I want to know when this happened [the last time]. Was it within the last 12 months – i.e., 

since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012. Or was it before this? 

 

<< Add “the last time” only if D9.INTRO = 2 >> 

Progr: Antwortvorgaben in grün setzen. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Last 12 months, since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012 

2: Before that  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D9.1 = 1 & D9.INTRO = 2, ASK D9.1a. ELSE GO TO D9.2 

D9.1a CONFRFREQ: Consumer fraud, how often in last 12 months 

How often did it happen in the last 12 months?  

 

Number : ……………………… (Range von 1 bis 100]) 

997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D9.2  CONFRORIG : Consumer fraud, origin of the sellers 

[Last time it happened,] from whom did you buy or order goods or services? 

 

<< Add “the last time” only if D9.INTRO = 2 >> 

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: National sellers 

2: Sellers from other EU countries 

3: Sellers from the rest of the world 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D9.3 CONFRINTER: Consumer fraud, whether it involved internet or email 

Was it an order using the internet or e-mail? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes  

2: No  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

D9.4 CONFRWHER: Consumer fraud, where 

 

Textfilter: IF D9.3 =2 

Where did this incident occur [last]: in Luxembourg or abroad? 

 

Textfilter: IF D9.3 <>2 

[The last time] did the incident happen to you in Luxembourg, or did it happen abroad? 

 

<< Add “the last time” only if D9.INTRO = 2 >> 

 

<< INT: Wenn der Betrug auch das Internet betrifft, kodieren Sie, ob der Respondent die 

Internetverbindung in Luxemburg oder im Ausland hergestellt hat.>> 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: In Luxembourg 

2: Abroad 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D9.5 CONFRPOLREP: Consumer fraud, whether reported to the police or a consumer authority 

Did you or anyone else report the incident to the police, a consumer authority, or to both? 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: Police 

2: Consumer authority 

3: Both  

4: Neither 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D9.5 = 2 or D9.5=4, ASK D9.5a 

 

D9.5a* CONFRPOLWHN: Consumer fraud, why police were not informed 

For what reasons was the police not informed? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem viertem Item in grün setzen. 

 

The police was not informed... 

 

A: because I the incidence was not serious enough 

B: because I or anyone else did not have the time to go 

C: because I did not think about it at that time 

D: because I did not see the need, it would have been useless 

E: because I had fear of reprisals 

F: because I did not want involvement with the police 

G: because I did not have evidence enough to involve the police 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF D9.5 = 1 or 3, ASK D9.5b 

 

D9.5b CONFRPOLSAT: Consumer fraud, whether satisfied with police response 

Overall, how satisfied were you with the way the police dealt with the matter?  

 

<< INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün): This is about satisfaction with the police only >>   

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: Very satisfied  

2: Fairly satisfied  

3: A bit dissatisfied  

4: Very dissatisfied   

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D9.5b = 3 OR 4,  ASK D9.5c 

D9.5c*   CONFRPOLSATN: Consumer fraud, why not satisfied with police response 

For what reasons were you dissatisfied? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem vierten Item in grün setzen. 

 

I was dissatisfied...  

A: ... because the Police didn't do enough resp. didn’t follow up on concrete evidence 

B: ... because the Police were not interested  

C: ... because the Police didn't find or apprehend the offender  

D: ... because the Police didn't recover my property or goods 

E: ... because the Police didn't keep me properly informed  

F: ... because the Police didn't treat me correctly / were impolite  

G: ... because the Police were slow to arrive  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D9.6 CONFREMIMP: Consumer fraud, whether emotional impact 

Would you say that this incident has caused you emotional impact, like difficulty to sleep, fear, or 

loss of confidence?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes, rather important impact 

2: Yes, rather moderate impact 

3: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

 

END OF SECTION – GO TO D10.  
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D10 BRIBERY 

 

IF C10 = 1, ASK D10.INTRO, ELSE GO TO E1 

 

D10. INTRO 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

You mentioned that someone such as a police officer, other government official - for example an 

inspector or a customs officer -, a doctor, or teacher has asked, expected or required you to pay a 

bribe for his or her services. Did it happen once or more than once since the beginning of 2008? 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Once 

2: More than once 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

D10.1 BRIBEWHEN: Bribery, when 

Now, I want to know when this happened [the last time]. Was it within the last 12 months – i.e., 

since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012. Or was it before this? 

 

<< Add “the last time” only if D10.INTRO = 2 >> 

Progr: Antwortvorgaben in grün setzen. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Last 12 months, since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012 

2: Before that  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D10.1 = 1 & D10.INTRO = 2, ASK D10.1a. ELSE GO TO D10.2 

D10.1a BRIBEFREQ: Bribery, how often in last 12 months 

How often did it happen in the last 12 months?  

Number : ………………………….. (Range von 1 bis 100]) 

997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D10.2 BRIBEWHER: Bribery, where 

[The last time] did the incident happen to you in Luxembourg, or did it happen abroad? 

 

<< Add “the last time” only if D10.INTRO = 2 >> 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: In Luxembourg 

2: Abroad 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out]  

8: Don’t know [do not read out]  

 

 

D10.3* BRIBEOFFTY: Bribery, what type of official was involved 

[The last time] who was involved? 

 

Progr.: Fragetext ab dem zweiten Item in grün setzen 

 

<< Add “the last time” only if D10.INTRO = 2 >> 

 

<< multiple response>> 

INT: Vorlesen! 

A: Police officer 

B: Inspector, like health inspector, construction inspector, food quality inspector, sanitary control 

inspector or licensing agency inspector 

C: Customs officer 

D: Some other government official 

E: Someone involved in the law -judge, prosecutor, court official etc 

F: Teacher / professor / other school staff 

G: Doctor or other medical personnel 

H: Someone else 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D10.4*  BRIBEPOLREP: Bribery, whether reported to the police or an authority 

Did you or anyone else report the incident to the police, to some other authority, or to both? 

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: Police  

2: Other authority 

3: Both: Police and other authority 

4: Neither 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF D10.4 = 2 or 4, ASK D10.4a 

 

D10.4a* BRIBERPOLWHN: Bribery, why police were not informed 

For what reasons was the police not informed? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem viertem Item in grün setzen. 

 

The police was not informed... 

 

A: because the incidence was not serious enough 

B: because I did not have the time to go 

C: because I or anyone else did not think about it at that time 

D: because I did not see the need, it would have been useless 

E: because I had fear of reprisals 

F: because I did not want involvement with the police 

G: because I did not have evidence enough to involve the police 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF D10.4 = 1 or 3, ASK D10.4b 

 

D10.4b  BRIBEPOLSAT: Bribery, whether satisfied with police response 

Overall, how satisfied were you with the way the police dealt with the matter?  

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: Very satisfied  

2: Fairly satisfied  

3: A bit dissatisfied  

4: Very dissatisfied   

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out]  

 

 

IF D10.4b = 3 OR 4,  ASK D10.4c 

 

D10.4c*   BRIBERPOLSATN: Bribery, why not satisfied with police response 

For what reasons were you dissatisfied? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem vierten Item in grün setzen. 

 

I was dissatisfied...  

A: ... because the Police didn't do enough resp. didn’t follow up on concrete evidence 

B: ... because the Police were not interested  

C: ... because the Police didn't find or apprehend the offender  

D: ... because the Police didn't recover my property or goods 

E: ... because the Police didn't keep me properly informed  

F: ... because the Police didn't treat me correctly / were impolite  

G: ... because the Police were slow to arrive  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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D10.5 BRIBEREMIMP: Bribery, whether emotional impact 

Would you say that this incident has caused you emotional impact like difficulty to sleep, fear, or loss 

of confidence?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes, rather important impact 

2: Yes, rather moderate impact 

3: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

 

END OF SECTION – GO TO E1 
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E.  ATTITUDES TO LAW ENFORCEMENT AND SECURITY PRECAUTIONS 

 

Progr.: Zwischenseite (Page) einfügen 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

 

Now, I have some questions to other topics. 

 

 

E1 ATTDRUG - Exposure to drugs problems 

Over the last 12 months, how often were you personally in contact with drug-related problems in the 

area where you live?  For example seeing people dealing in drugs, taking or using drugs in public 

spaces, or finding syringes left by drug addicts?   

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

1:  Often  

2:  From time to time  

3:  Rarely  

4:  Never  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

E2 ALARMOWN: Burglar alarm ownership 

Now I would like to ask you a few questions on security precautions. First, is your primary home 

protected by a burglar alarm? 

 

INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen: Please consider that this is a scientific survey. We treat all your information 

as confidential and safeguard anonymity throught analysis. Data protection is always guaranteed at 

all stages. 

 

<<INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün): Not fire alarm >> 

 

<< INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün): This in relation to the primary residence >> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes  

2: No  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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E3a SECURINSTAL: Security precaution  

Do you have special doors locks like reinforced bar with multiple anchor points or armoured doors in 

your primary home?  

INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen: Please consider that this is a scientific survey. We treat all your information 

as confidential and safeguard anonymity throught analysis. Data protection is always guaranteed at 

all stages. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes  

2: No  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

If E3a = 1, ASK E3b. ELSE GO TO E4. 

E3b SECURINSTALORIG: Security precaution, origin 

Did you [wenn 102 > 1: or another member of your household] decide to install these locks or this 

door? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes  

2: No  

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF E3b = 1, ASK E3c, ELSE GO TO E4 

 

E3c* SECURINSTALREASON: security precaution, reason 

What was the reason for  the installation of the locks or doors? 

 

1: Because you have had a break-in. 

2: Because somebody else has had a break-in, e.g. relatives or friends or in your neighbourhood. 

3: Just a precaution, no special reason. 

 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

E4 GUNOWN: Gun ownership 

Do you own a handgun, shot gun, rifle?  
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INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen: Please consider that this is a scientific survey. We treat all your information 

as confidential and safeguard anonymity throught analysis. Data protection is always guaranteed at 

all stages. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes, I do  

2: No, I don’t 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

IF E4 = 1, ASK E4a, ELSE GO TO E5 

E4a* GUNOWNWHY: Reason for owning gun   

For what reason do you own a gun?  

 

A: For hunting  

B: For target shooting, sport 

C: As part of a collection 

D: For crime prevention/protection  

E: I'm working for the armed forces or the police 

F: Because it has always been in our family, home  

G: For other reasons  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

[scale for each item:] 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

E5      VIDSUR Video surveillance  

Taking into account that some public places in Luxembourg are under video surveillance. Would you 

say video surveillance increases your safety, doesn’t have an impact on your safety or decreases your 

safety? 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Increases my safety 

2: Doesn’t have an impact 

3: Decreases my safety 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out]  
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E6*         CRIMEIN 

Would you say the crime level in Luxembourg has increased, decreased or is the same as five years 

ago? 

 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: The crime level has increased 

2: The crime level has decreased 

3: The crime level is the same as five years ago 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

Progr: (Split-half) Zufallsauswahl: CaseID mit gerader Endziffer bekommen Fragen E7 bis E9 vor Block 

A vorgelegt; CaseID mit ungerader Endziffer bekommen Fragen E7 bis E9 an dieser Stelle im Block E 

vorgelegt. 

 

 

E7 POLPER: Police performance 

Taking into account all the things the police in Luxembourg are expected to do, would you say they 

are doing a very good job, a good job, a bad job or a very bad job? 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Very good job 

2:  Good job 

3: Bad job 

4:  Very bad job 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

E8 COURPER: Courts performance 

Taking into account all the things the courts in Luxembourg are expected to do regarding crime, 

would you say they are doing a very good job, a good job, a bad job or a very bad job? 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1:  Very good job 

2:  Good job 

3: Bad job 
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4:  Very bad job 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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E9* PUNITIT: Punitiveness regarding a burglar 

People have different ideas about the sentences, which should be given to offenders. Take for 

instance the case of a 21-yearold man who is found guilty of breaking into someone’s home for the 

second time. This time he has taken a new TV.  Which of the following sentences do you consider the 

most appropriate for such a case?   

 

INT: Lesen Sie die Antwortmöglichkeiten ggf. wiederholt vor. 

INT: Nur eine Nennung . ZP muss sich für die Strafe entscheiden, die sie für am angemessensten hält. 

 

<<Progr.: Items 1 bis 6 zufällig rotieren lassen. >> 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: Fine  

2: Prison sentence 

3: Community service  

4: Suspended prison sentence  

5: Disciplinary measure set by courts, e.g. making amends 

6: Dismissal without any sanctions 

97: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

98: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 
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F. ADDITIONAL PERSONAL AND HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

 

 

F1  Urbanisation    

Which municipality does your household belong to? 

INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen: Please consider that this is a scientific survey. We treat all your information 

as confidential and safeguard anonymity throught analysis. Data protection is always guaranteed at 

all stages. 

Progr: Liste „Luxemburg“ einblenden 

 

<< INT: falls nicht in Liste, bitte Name genau notieren>> 

 

9996: Nicht in Liste (OPEN) 

9997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

9998: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

F2  Type of dwelling 

Is the place you are living in now a flat, apartment, maisonette, a terraced home or a detached or 

semi-detached house? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Flat, apartment or maisonette 

2: A terraced house or row house  

3: Detached or semi-detached house 

4: Other 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

F3  Respondent sex   

 

INT: Geschlecht des Befragten erfassen. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! Zutreffendes markieren. 

 

1:  Male 

2: Female 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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F5  Country of birth 

Were you born in Luxembourg? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

1: Yes 

2: No 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF F5=2, then ask:  

 

F5a Country of birth of the respondent 

In which country were you born? 

 

<< For coding, see iso country classification 2 digits>> 

 

Country                 _______ 

 

996: Nicht in Liste (OPEN) 

997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

F5b Country of birth of mother 

In which country was your mother born? 

 

<<For coding, see iso country classification 2 digits>> 

Country                 _______  

 

996: Nicht in Liste (OPEN) 

997:   Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998:   Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

F5c Country of birth of father 

In which country was your father born? 

 

<<For coding, see iso country classification 2 digits>> 

Country                 _______  
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996: Nicht in Liste (OPEN) 

997:   Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998:   Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

F6a Country of citizenship  

What country or countries are you currently a citizen of? 

 

First citizenship  :______________ 

995: Staatenlos 

996: Nicht in Liste (OPEN) 

997:  Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998:  Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

F6b 

Have you got a second nationality? 

 

1: Yes 

2: No 

 

7:  Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8:  Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

F6c 

What is your second nationality? 

 

Progr.: Nennung aus F6a hier nicht mehr einblenden. 

 

Second citizenship :______________ 

996: Nicht in Liste (OPEN) 

997:   Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998:   Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

F7 Years of residence in Luxembourg 

For how many years do you live in Luxembourg? 

 

<<INT: bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün): If you moved to Luxembourg from another country, please 

indicate the years since your last move only.>> 

 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

INT: Alternativ kann das Zuzugsjahr angegeben werden 
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INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Number of years: …… (Range von 1 bis Angabe aus F100, wenn F100 < 997, sonst 120) 

 

Zuzugsjahr:_____ (1900 bis 2013) (Rangeprüfung: Differenz zwischen Zuzugsjahr und Befragungsjahr 

darf nicht größer sein als Alter der Zielperson, Toleranz von 2 Jahren akzeptiren.) 

 

Progr.: Es darf nur eines der Felder gefüllt werden. 

 

995: Live in Luxembourg since birth  

996: Less than one year 

997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

Progr.: Range 1 bis 120, 995 bis 998 

 

 

 

 

 

F10 Employment status (cf. LFS) 

What is your actual employment status? 

  

<< INT: bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün):  Unpaid work for family business, aprenticeship & traineeship 

counts as job >> 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: employed 

2: unemployed 

3: pupil, student, participant in a course of further education, unpaid work placements 

4: retired or early retired 

5: permanently unable to work 

6: occupied with family commitments 

7: not occupied for other reasons 

97: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

98: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

F11  Educational level 

 

Which of the following is the highest educational level you attained, independent with or without 

diploma? 
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INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen: In case you did not graduate from school in Luxemburg, please tell me to 

which of the Luxembourgian graduations it corresponds. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: Primary school 

2: Lower secondary school, i.e. 1 to 3 years of post-primary education 

3: Upper secondary school, i.e. more than 3 years of post-primary education 

4: Tertiary post-secondary, university 

 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

F15  

If you add up the income from work, capital, social transfers, e.g. family or housing allowances, or 

any other regular income for all the members of your household, can you tell me in which income 

category would you rank your average households’ net income per month?  

INT: Vorlesen bis Angabe von der Zielperson bestätigt wird! 

Progr.: Antwortkategorien in schwarz setzen. 

 

1: less than 2.500 EURO 

2: 2.500 to less than 5.000 EURO 

3: 5.000 to less than 7.500 EURO 

4: more than 7.500 EURO 

97: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

98: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

F16 

How many landline numbers for making phone calls does your household have in total? We don’t 

mean numbers leading to mobile phones and landline numbers leading to a telefax or computer.  

 

Anzahl Festnetznummern:____ 

 

97: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

98: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

 

F17 

Englische Fassung: 

The following deals with media use. 

 

How often do you listen to news on the radio? 

How often do you watch news on TV? 
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How often do you read newspapers? 

How often do you read news on the Internet? 

 

1: Almost daily 

2: Several times a week 

3: Once or twice a week 

4: Hardly once a week 

5: Never 

 

97: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

98: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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G. PHYSICAL & SEXUAL VIOLENCE 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

I asked before whether anyone had stolen, or tried to steal something from you by using force or 

threatening you with force. Apart from this, I would now like to ask you questions about physical and 

sexual violence. If you don’t want to answer those questions, we could end the survey here. And if 

you decide to continue, you will have the liberty of stopping the interview at any time. 

Remember that your answers will, of course, be treated confidentially and anonymously. 

INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen: (Progr: grün) If anyone interrupts us I will change the topic of conversation 

or we can take an appointment. 

<< INT: Wenn der Respondent sich hier entscheidet das Interview zu beenden, gehen Sie weiter zu 

CONCL. (s. Button) >> 

Progr: Im Folgenden immer Button “Conl/ vorzeitiges Ende” vorsehen, anschließend Sprung auf Frage 

Concl (Verabschiedung) 

1: Yes 

No -> Bitte Button “Conl/ vorzeitiges Ende” verwenden 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

 

 

G0 PHYSICAL & SEXUAL VIOLENCE SCREENERS 

 

G0.1. SEXUAL VICTIMISATION SCREENER 

We are only interested in incidents which might have happened to you personally. 

First, a rather personal question. People sometimes grab, touch or assault others for sexual reasons 

in a really offensive way. This can happen either at home, or elsewhere, for instance in a pub, on the 

street, at school, on public transport, in cinemas, on the beach, or at one's workplace. Apart from the 

incidents already covered: Over the past five years, which is since the beginning of 2008, has anyone 

done this to you? 

 

<< INT: Wenn der Respondent sich hier entscheidet das Interview zu beenden, gehen Sie weiter zu 

CONCL. /vorzeitiges Ende (s. Button) >> 

 

<< INT: bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün): Include domestic sexual assaults >> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: yes 

2: no 
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6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

G0.2a. PHYSICAL VIOLENCE SCREENER 

Apart from the incidents already covered, have you over the past five years, which is since the 

beginning of 2008, been personally attacked or threatened by someone in a way that really 

frightened you, either at home or elsewhere, such as in a pub, in the street, at school, on public 

transport, on the beach, or at your workplace? 

<< INT: Wenn der Respondent sich hier entscheidet das Interview zu beenden, gehen Sie weiter zu 

CONCL. (s. Button)>> 

<< INT: bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün):   Include domestic assaults >> 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: yes 

2: no 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF G0.2a = 1, ASK G0.2b. ELSE GO TO G1 

 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 
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G1 PHYSICAL VIOLENCE 

IF G0.2a = 1, ASK G1.INTRO, ELSEGO TO G2 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

I will now ask you details about the physical violence you have been victim of. If you don’t want to 

continue we can stop now. Please take your time to think about it, and remember that if you don’t 

want to continue we can stop the interview now, and even if you decide to continue you could 

decide at any time to stop the interview. 

 

<< INT: Wenn der Respondent sich hier entscheidet das Interview zu beenden, gehen Sie weiter zu 

CONCL. (s. Button)>> 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

 

 

 

 

G1.INTRO  

You mentioned that you have been personally attacked or threatened by someone in a way that 

really frightened you, either at home or elsewhere, such as in a pub, in the street, at school, on public 

transport, on the beach, or at your workplace. Did it happen once or more than once since the 

beginning of 2008? 

 

<< INT: Wenn der Respondent sich hier entscheidet das Interview zu beenden, gehen Sie weiter zu 

CONCL. (s. Button)>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Once 

2: More than once 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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G1.1 PHYSVIOLWHEN: physical violence, when did the last incident happen 

Now, I want to know when this happened [the last time]. Was it within the last 12 months – i.e., 

since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012. Or was it before this? 

<< Add “The last time” only if G1.INTRO = 2 >> 

Progr: Antwortvorgaben in grün setzen. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Last 12 months, since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012 

2: Before that  

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF G1.INTRO = 2 & G1.1 = 1, ASK G1.1a. ELSE GO TO G1.2. 

 

G1.1a PHYSVIOLFREQ: Physical violence, how often in the last 12 month 

How often did it happen in the last 12 months?  

Number : ………….. (Range von 1 bis 100]) 

996: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

G1.2. PHYSVIOLWHERE : Physical violence, where 

[The last time,] where did this happen? Was it in Luxembourg or did it happen abroad?  

 

<< Add “The last time” only if G1.INTRO = 2 >> 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: In Luxembourg  

2: Abroad  

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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G1.3. PHYSVIOLOFFNUM: Physical violence, number of offenders 

How many offenders were they? 

Number: ____ (Range von 1 bis 30]) 

96: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

97: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

98: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

G1.4a PHYSVIOLWHO: Physical violence: who ? 

Did you know the offender(s) by name or by sight at the time of the offence? 

 

 

<< Add “at least one offender” only if G1.3 >1 >> 

 

<< INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün):  If more than one offender, count as “known” if at least one of the 

offender was known >> 

 

<< INT: Nur eine Nennung. Wenn mind. ein Angreifer vom Sehen und vom Namen her bekannt ist: 

kodieren Sie „known by name “ >>. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

1: did not know offender 

2: [at least one offender] known by sight 

3: [at least one offender] known by name 

4: did not see offender/s 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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If G1.4a = 3, ASK G1.4b, ELSE GO TO G1.5 

 

G1.4b. PHYSVIOLWHODET: Physical offender kown, details 

Who was it?  

 

<< INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün): Means relationship at time of the offences>> 

 

<< INT: Mehrfachnennung erlaubt.>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen!  

 

INT: Antwort der ZP selbst in die Kategorien einordnen. Wenn die ZP nicht spontan antworten kann 

oder will, nicht weiter nachfragen. 

1: spouse, partner or dating partner 

2: ex-spouse, ex-partner or ex-dating partner 

3: relative 

4: close friend 

5: someone he/she works/worked with 

6: none of these 

96: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

97: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

98: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

G1.5 PHYSVIOLDET : Physical violence, details about the “attack” 

Can you tell me what happened, were you just threatened, or was force actually used? 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: just threatened 

2: force used 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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G1.6 PHYSVIOLWEAP: Physical violence, whether weapon used 

Did any of the offender/s have a weapon or something they used or threatened to use as a weapon? 

 

<< Modify the wording of the question according to answer G1.3>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No  

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

G1.7 PHYSVIOLINJ: Physical violence, whether injured 

Were you bruised, scratched, cut or injured in any way? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes  

2: No  

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF G1.7 = 1, ASK G1.7a. ELSE GO TO G1.8. 

 

G1.7a  PHYSVIOLINJTR: Physical violence, whether medical attention for injuries 

Did you get medical attention for your injuries? 

 

<<INT: Antworten vorlesen>> 

 

1: Yes, I saw a doctor or a nurse but I did not have to stay in hospital 

2: Yes, I had to stay at least one night in hospital 

3: No 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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G1.8 PHYSVIOLPOLREP: Physical violence, whether reported to the police 

Did you or someone you know report the incident to the police, did the police come to know about 

the incident in another way or was the police not informed? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: The incident was reported by me or someone I know 

2: The police come to know about the incident in another way 

3: The police was not informed  

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF G1.8= 3, ASK G1.8a. ELSE GO TO G1.8b 

 

G1.8a* PHYSVIOLPOLWHN: Physical violence, why police were not informed 

For what reasons was the police not informed? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem viertem Item in grün setzen. 

 

The police was not informed... 

 

A: because the incidence was not serious enough 

B: because I or anyone else did not have the time to go 

C: because I did not think about it at that time 

D: because I did not see the need, it would have been useless 

E: because I had fear of reprisals 

F: because I did not want involvement with the police 

G: because I did not have evidence enough to involve the police 

H: Because I felt ashamed 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF G1.8 = 1 or 2, ASK G1.8b. ELSE GO TO G1.8c. 

 

G1.8b PHYSVIOLPOLSAT: Physical violence, whether satisfied with police response 

Overall, how satisfied were you with the way the police handled the matter?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: Very satisfied  

2: Fairly satisfied  

3: A bit dissatisfied  

4: Very dissatisfied   

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF G1.8b = 3 OR 4, ASK G1.8c. ELSE GO TO G1.9. 

 

G1.8c* PHYSVIOLPOLSATN: Physical violence, why not satisfied with police response 

For what reasons were you dissatisfied? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem vierten Item in grün setzen. 

 

I was dissatisfied...  

A: ... because the Police didn't do enough resp. didn’t follow up on concrete evidence 

B: ... because the Police were not interested  

C: ... because the Police didn't find or apprehend the offender  

E: ... because the Police didn't keep me properly informed  

F: ... because the Police didn't treat me correctly / were impolite  

G: ... because the Police were slow to arrive  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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G1.9 PHYSVIOLEMIMP: Physical violence, whether emotional impact 

Please remember the days after this incident. Would you say that this incident has caused you 

emotional impact, for example difficulty to sleep, fear, or loss of confidence?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes, rather important impact 

2: Yes, rather moderate impact 

3: No 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

G1.10 PHYSVIOLVISUP: Physical violence, whether contacted victim support 

In some countries, agencies have been set up to help victims of crime by giving information, practical 

or emotional support. Did you have any contact with a specialized victim support agency after this 

incident? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes, I have 

2: No 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF G1.10 = 1 ASK G1.10a. ELSE GO TO G1.10b. 

 

G1.10a PHYSVIOLVISSAT: Physical violence, whether victim support have been useful 

Was the service of a specialized agency helping victims of crime useful after this incident?  

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes  

2: No 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF G1.10 = 2 ASK G1.10b. ELSE GO TO G2. 

 

G1.10b  PHYSVIOLVISSAT: Physical violence, whether victim support would have been useful 

Do you think that the services of a specialized agency to help victims of crime would have been 

useful for you after this incident?  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes  

2: No 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

 

END OF SECTION – GO TO G2 
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G2 SEXUAL VIOLENCE 

IF G0.1 ≠ 1, GO TO CONCL 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

I will now ask you details about the sexual violence you have been victim of. If you don’t want to 

continue we can stop now. Please take your time to think about it, and remember that if you don’t 

want to continue we can stop the interview now, and even if you decide to continue you could 

decide at any time to stop the interview. 

 

<< INT: Wenn der Respondent sich hier entscheidet das Interview zu beenden, gehen Sie weiter zu 

CONCL (s. Button).>> 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

 

 

 

 

G2.INTRO  

You mentioned that you have been victim of a sexual offence. Did it happen once or more than once 

since the beginning of 2008? 

 

<< INT: Wenn der Respondent sich hier entscheidet das Interview zu beenden, gehen Sie weiter zu 

CONCL. (s. Button)>> 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Once 

2: More than once 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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G2.1 SEXVIOLWHEN: sexual violence, when did the last incident happen 

Now, I want to know when this happened [the last time]. Was it within the last 12 months – i.e., 

since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012. Or was it before this? 

 

<< Add “The last time” only if G2.INTRO = 2 >> 

Progr: Antwortvorgaben in grün setzen. 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Last 12 months, since [Interviewmonat einblenden] 2012 

2: Before that  

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF G2.INTRO = 2 & G2.1 = 1, ASK G2.1a. ELSE GO TO G2.2. 

 

G2.1a SEXVIOLFREQ: Sexual violence, how often in the last 12 month 

How often did it happen in the last 12 months?  

Number : ………….. (Range von 1 bis 100]) 

996: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

997: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

998: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

G2.2. SEXVIOLWHERE: Sexual violence, where 

[The last time,] where did this happen? Was it in Luxembourg or did it happen abroad?  

 

<< Add “The last time” only if G2.INTRO = 2 >> 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

INT: Bei Bedarf bitte erläutern (grün): Gemeint ist das gesamte Land Luxemburg, nicht nur die Stadt. 

 

1: In Luxembourg  

2: Abroad  

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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G2.3. SEXVIOLDET: Sexual violence, details 

Would you describe the last incident as a rape, an attempted rape, an indecent physical assault or 

just as behaviour which you found offensive? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: a rape 

2: an attempted rape 

3: indecent assault 

4: offensive behaviour 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

G2.4 SEXVIOLOFFNUM: Sexual violence, number of offenders 

How many offenders were they? 

 

Number: ____ (Range von 1 bis 30]) 

96: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

97: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

98: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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G2.5a SEXVIOLWHO: Sexual violence, who? 

Did you know the offender(s) by name or by sight at the time of the offence? 

 

 

 

<< Add “at least one offender” only if G2.4 >1 >> 

 

<< INT. Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün):  If more than one offender, count as “known” if at least one of the 

offender was known >> 

 

<< INT: Nur eine Nennung. Wenn mind. ein Angreifer vom Sehen und vom Namen her bekannt ist: 

kodieren Sie „known by name “ >>. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: did not know offender 

2: [at least one offender] known by sight 

3: [at least one offender] known by name 

4: did not see offender/s 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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If G2.5a = 3,ASK G2.5b, ELSE GO TO G2.6 

 

G2.5b. SEXVIOLWHODET: Sexual offender kown, details 

Who was it?  

 

<< INT: Bei Bedarf vorlesen (grün):  Means relationship at time of the offences>> 

 

<< INT: Mehrfachnennungen erlaubt.>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen!  

 

INT: Antwort der ZP selbst in die Kategorien einordnen. Wenn die ZP nicht spontan antworten kann 

oder will, nicht weiter nachfragen. 

 

1: spouse, partner or dating partner 

2: ex-spouse, ex-partner or ex-dating partner 

3: relative 

4: close friend 

5: someone he/she works/worked with 

6: none of these 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

96: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

 

 

G2.6 SEXVIOLWEAP: Sexual violence, whether weapon used 

Did any of the offender/s have a weapon or something they used or threatened to use as a weapon? 

 

<< Modify the wording of the question according to answer G2.4>> 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes 

2: No  

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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G2.7 SEXVIOLINJ: Sexual violence, whether injured 

Were you bruised, scratched, cut or injured in any way? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes  

2: No  

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out]* 

 

 

IF G2.7 = 1, ASK G2.7a. ELSE GO TO G2.8. 

 

G2.7a  SEXVIOLINJTR: Sexual violence, whether medical attention for injuries 

Did you get medical attention for your injuries? 

 

<<INT: Antworten vorlesen>> 

 

1: Yes, I saw a doctor or a nurse but I did not have to stay in hospital 

2: Yes, I had to stay at least one night in hospital 

3: No 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

  

 

G2.8 SEXVIOLPOLREP: Sexual violence, whether reported to the police 

Did you or someone you know report the incident to the police, did the police come to know about 

the incident in another way or was the police not informed? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: The incident was reported by me or someone I know 

2: The police come to know about the incident in another way 

3: The police was not informed  

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF G2.8= 3, ASK G2.8a. ELSE GO TO G2.8b. 

 

G2.8a* SEXVIOLPOLWHN: Sexual violence, why police were not informed 

For what reasons was the police not informed? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem viertem Item in grün setzen. 

 

The police was not informed... 

 

A: because the incidence was not serious enough 

B: because I or anyone else did not have the time to go 

C: because I not think about it at that time 

D: because I did not see the need, it would have been useless 

E: because I had fear of reprisals 

F: because I did not want involvement with the police 

G: because I did not have evidence enough to involve the police 

H: because I felt ashamed 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF G2.8 = 1 or 2, ASK G2.8b. ELSE GO TO G2.9. 

 

G2.8b SEXVIOLPOLSAT: Sexual violence, whether satisfied with police response 

Overall, how satisfied were you with the way the police handled the matter?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: Very satisfied  

2: Fairly satisfied  

3: A bit dissatisfied  

4: Very dissatisfied   

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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IF G2.8b = 3 OR 4, ASK G2.8c. ELSE GO TO G2.9. 

 

G2.8c* SEXVIOLPOLSATN: Sexual violence, why not satisfied with police response 

For what reasons were you dissatisfied? Please tell me if the next suggestions apply to you. 

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

Progr.: Antwortvorgaben ab dem vierten Item in grün setzen. 

 

I was dissatisfied... 

A: ... because the Police didn't do enough resp. didn’t follow up on concrete evidence 

B: ... because the Police were not interested  

C: ... because the Police didn't find or apprehend the offender  

E: ... because the Police didn't keep me properly informed  

F: ... because the Police didn't treat me correctly / were impolite  

G: ... because the Police were slow to arrive  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

[scale for each item:] 

1:  I agree 

2:  I disagree 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

G2.9 SEXVIOLEMIMP: Sexual violence, whether emotional impact 

Please remember the days after this incident. Would you say that this incident has caused you 

emotional impact, for example difficulty to sleep, fear, or loss of confidence?  

 

INT: Vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes, rather important impact 

2: Yes, rather moderate impact 

3: No 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 
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G2.10 SEXVIOLVISUP: Sexual violence, whether contacted victim support 

In some countries, agencies have been set up to help victims of crime by giving information, practical 

or emotional support. Did you have any contact with a specialized victim support agency after this 

incident? 

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

 

1: Yes, I have 

2: No 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF G2.10 = 1 ASK G2.10a. ELSE GO TO G2.10b. 

 

G2.10a SEXVIOLVISSAT: Sexual violence, whether victim support have been useful 

Was the service of a specialized agency helping victims of crime useful after this incident?  

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes  

2: No 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

 

IF G2.10 = 2 ASK G2.10b. ELSE GO TO CONCL 

 

G2.10b  SEXVIOLVISSAT: Sexual violence, whether victim support would have been useful 

Do you think that the services of a specialized agency to help victims of crime would have been 

useful for you after this incident?  

 

INT: Nicht vorlesen! 

1: Yes  

2: No 

6: Conl / vorzeitiges Ende [Progr.: Weiter mit Frage Concl] 

7: Refuse to say [do not read out] 

8: Don’t know [do not read out] 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel 

 

END OF SECTION – GO TO CONCL 
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CONCL CONCLUSION 

That is the end of this survey. Thank you very much for your co-operation. It is greatly appreciated. 

 

INT: Bitte noch die nachfolgende Interviewerfrage beantworten. 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel (Ende Interview) 

 

INTQ Interviewer Question 

Progr.: Zeitstempel (Beginn Interviewerfragen) 

Prog: alles in Rot anzeigen. 

 

INT: In welcher Sprache ist das Interview (ab Frage 1“Alter der ZP“) durchgeführt worden? 

Nicht gemeint ist die Sprache, in der das Kontaktgespräch geführt wurde! 

 

Das Interview wurde komplett in einer Sprache geführt? 

 

1: ja => Lang1 

2: nein => Lang2 

 

-------------------------------- 

 

Lang1 Interviewsprache 

Prog: alles in Rot anzeigen. 

Progr: Für Pretest nur Codes 1 und 4 anzeigen 

 

Das Interview wurde geführt  auf... 

 

1: Luxemburgisch 

2: Französisch 

3: Deutsch 

4: Englisch 

 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Lang2 Interviewsprache 

Prog: alles in Rot anzeigen. Mehrfachnennung zulassen 

Progr: Für Pretest nur Codes 1 und 4 anzeigen 

 

Das Interview wurde geführt  auf... 

 

INT: Bitte alle Sprache, die zutreffen angeben. 
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1: Luxemburgisch 

2: Französisch 

3: Deutsch 

4: Englisch 

 

Progr.: Zeitstempel (Ende Interviewerfragen) 

 


